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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
03/25/15  

Gold is a one-trick pony but the bulls need a weaker $  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +1.20, SILVER -0.30, PLATINUM +1.40  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,192.55,+$.70 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
341,325 tons +350 tons Shanghai copper stocks -2,267  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
While gold forged another higher high for the move yesterday, outside market forces weren't exactly lining up in 
the bull's camp. With the Dollar showing some recovery action following strong US New Home Sales results and 
gold falling back from its highs it would appear that a moderate portion of the bull's case is the prospect of 
weakness in the Dollar. Indian sources continue to suggest a slight pick-up in seasonal demand, but seeing 
Dollar-adjusted gold prices decline of late, has probably stimulated some bargain hunting buying of gold and 
silver. Unfortunately, the recent rally in gold and silver prices has not been accompanied by inflows into derivative 
holdings, and therefore demand currently looks to be limited to exchange-traded futures and Indian physicals. The 
trade was presented with a stronger German business climate survey and that has weakened the Dollar to start 
which in turn has helped gold and silver hover around unchanged levels. Later today US Durable Goods are 
expected to post a minimal rise and if that rise is bigger than expected that could resurrect the Dollar temporarily. 
With some renewed weakness in the Dollar to start, generally positive equity market action and June gold prices 
sitting within striking distance of its recent highs, we give the bull camp a slight edge today. On the other hand, 
gold and silver bulls should not tolerate a rally in the Dollar Index back above 97.66.  

 

PLATINUM  
In addition to a slight recovery in the Dollar yesterday, PGM prices were also undermined by downward price 
forecast revisions from a major US brokerage firm. Apparently a US brokerage firm reduced its platinum price 
forecast by more than 10% for this year and that combined with fresh technical damage on the charts on 
Tuesday, now shifts the burden of proof on the bull camp to prove they can avoid downward price action. The bull 
camp in PGM needs a dramatic improvement in overall macroeconomic sentiment, or they need signs of positive 
investment interest into PGM derivative instruments to stand up against what has become a short-term 
overbought condition in platinum. A quasi double top in platinum up at $1,149 is limiting, while the palladium 
charts just look vulnerable with an extending pattern of lower highs.  
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TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
With the Dollar showing some renewed weakness gold, silver and PGM have found some support to start this 
morning. However, the precious metals markets appear to be singularly focused on a weaker Dollar and without 
that action we expect to see choppy to weaker action in metals prices. With June gold able to extend a pattern of 
higher lows this morning and remaining near its recent highs, a weak upward bias looks to remain in place. Initial 
support is seen at $1,189.50 and then again down at $1,187. Initial support in May silver comes in at $16.84 but a 
pattern of lower highs this week leaves significant resistance up at $17.04. Traders need to be defensive against 
PGM prices, as risk-on physical commodity demand vibes are needed to avoid more declines ahead.  

 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
03/25/15  
Technical balancing long term buying support is seen at $2.65  

 

GENERAL: The copper market is showing signs of correcting its overbought 
technical condition, but that is not surprising after logging a 36 cent a pound 
rally over 4 trading sessions. However, with the funds and specs net short, it is 
likely that the combination of improved global economic views, signs of a 
reversal in the Dollar and favorable charts sparked a definitive wave of short-
covering and fresh buying. An issue that clearly served to undermine copper 
yesterday was disappointing Chinese PMI data as that rekindles fears of sagging Chinese copper demand and 
that also highlights the importance of positive economic data to a market that has effectively rallied nearly 50 
cents a pound or 20% since the January lows! However, May copper has temporarily gotten ahead of itself with 
the March gains and a measure of back and fill action is due ahead.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: Our pick for a re-entry on the long side is $2.65, but perhaps $2.75 will manage to hold up 
prices. Even with the large compacted rally of late, copper is probably still net spec short and therefore we would 
not expect a wholesale liquidation.  
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